Embase is the world’s largest database of biomedical evidence from published, peer-reviewed literature, in-press publications and conference abstracts.

Enhanced pharmacovigilance and post-market drug monitoring with Embase
- Monitor the biomedical literature for toxicity data, adverse events, therapeutic comparison studies and postmarket results.
- Dedicated search form for building searches using the PV Wizard to facilitate vastly quicker creation of the complex search strings needed for high-recall, high-precision searches focused on adverse events.
- Enable precise retrieval of adverse event information with direct linking of drugs, diseases and devices to associated events mentioned in the article.

Drug and medical device safety research
- Capture the most relevant and up-to-date information from comprehensive journal and conference coverage.
- Avoid missing relevant articles given in-depth, full-text indexing of drug and device trade names, linked to manufacturer names and related procedures.
- Find any mention of your and your competitors’ drugs and medical devices.

Systematic reviews of medical literature
- Generate comprehensive, systematic reviews using trusted biomedical information and clinical evidence.
- Refine searches and get results faster using specific search limits, such as Cochrane review, controlled clinical trial, meta analysis, randomized controlled trial and systematic review.

Regulatory compliance
- Track all published and peer-reviewed biomedical information on products to quickly review reported side effects and adverse events information.
- Compare therapeutic effects of two or more substances on a disease, look up reported economic evaluations of specific drug therapies or disease management, track a specific drug trade name in the literature and retrieve information needed to comply with legislation and regulations.
- Use in-depth information to assist in filing of regulatory documentation, such as New Drug Applications (NDA), clinical trial research and program management, including writing protocols and study reports.

For more information, visit: elsevier.com/embase
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